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Abstract 
We have synthesized vertically aligned carbon nanotubes by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) using C2H2 gas source of CNTs. 
Fe particles of diameter ranging from 30 to 90 nm were used as the catalyst particles. CNTs were deposited in mixtures to 
(C2H2/N2) (15/85) sccm on the CNT growth. The deposition was performed at 7500C in atmospheric pressure. The catalyst 
deposited on(p SiO2/100) substrates and quartz glass by diode sputtering. Transmittance electron microscopy(TEM) and Scanning 
electron microscopy(SEM) and Raman spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction(XRD) have been carried out in order to investigate the 
behavior of the growth process. 
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1. Introduction 
Synthesis of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) has been extensively investigated by a number of research groups, 
since the first observation in 1991 [1]. Various synthetic methods such as arc discharge [2], laser vaporization [3], 
pyrolysis [4,5], plasma- enhanced [6,7] or thermal chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [8,9] have been developed for the 
production of CNTs. The synthesis of CNTs using CVD method has attracted many attentions because of many 
advantages such as high purity, high yield, controlled growth, and vertical alignment [10]. However, there are not many 
systematic studies on the influence of these parameters on the growth of CNTs using the CVD method [11]. The process 
parameter control for the growth of CNT still remains in an empirical manner, because the reaction kinetics and the 
growth mechanism are not fully understood. Behavior of CNT in CVD process can be compared with that of the carbon 
filaments [12]. The type of the catalyst is important for the growth and morphology of the CNTs. Cobalt, iron, titanium, 
nickel, copper, zeolites and combinations of these metals and/or their oxides widely used catalyst materials in literature 
for multiwall or single wall CNT synthesis [13,14]. The interaction between the catalyst and the substrate material 
strongly affects the catalytic properties of the catalyst and substrate couple [15]. 
 
2. Experimental 
The CVD apparatus used in our experiments is basically composed of a quartz glass tube with diameter 3.5cm, and tube 
furnace with diameter 4.5cm and bulbar show in fig.1 

 
Silicon p-Si/100 (1×1×0.05) cm3with resistivity of 15(Ω.cm) and quartz glass 1×1 cm2 substrate was used. The substrate 
was cleaned in acetone 99.99 purity 100ml inside and put in the digital ultrasonic at 400C for 10min with deionised 
water, ultrasonic with alcohol 99.99 purity for  5min, rinsing with deionised water ,last step substrate were then dried 
with dry nitrogen. After cleaning substrate put the Silicon into a reactor, we have allowed the temperature increase to 
about 9000C, for removing again the remaining dirtiness. In this stage we inject pure oxygen in reactor for about 20min, 
Later we turn off furnace and cooling the substrate. The thickness of the SiO2 layer was estimated at approximately 
300nm.  
A Fe catalyst particle was deposited on the SiO2 and quartz substrate using D.C diode sputtering chamber show in figure 
2. The catalyst deposited in various time (5, 10, 15) min. The chamber for deposition on planer substrates were design. It 
is essentially cylindrical in geometry made of quartz, 3mm thickness and covered with two aluminum discs sealed with 
O-rings. The overall inside dimensions of the chamber was 15cm height and 10 cm in diameter (≈1200cm3). A 
photograph of the chamber is shown in Figure 3.4.b. High voltage D.C. power supply (WALLIS-UK) with regulated 
voltage range from 0- 2500 volt and   current up to 250 mA was used for plasma generation experiments.  
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Figure 2: photograph of D.C Diode Sputter chamber. 

3. Results and discussion 
AFM results are shown the surface morphology. The surface of the catalyst was very smooth. The figure 3 showed that 
the densities of the catalytic Fe nanoparticles are dependent on the deposition time. The 5 min deposition achieves 
average grain size 1.76 nm and the average roughness 0.76 nm of the catalytic Fe nanoparticles and with increasing time 
increase the average grain size and increase the average roughness. Fe nanoparticles aggregation could lead to catalytic 
activity size. Figure1. A, B show the morphology of the surface in two and three dimensions.  

 
Figure 3: Show A. Fe catalyst in 5min deposition. B.10 min deposition. 

The coated substrate was carried out into quartz tube and introduces N2 high purity 99.99 with flow rate 85 sccm in tube 
after this heating the tube with heat rate 20oC/min until to reach the final temperature at 7500C. Stay in this temperature 
30min to forming Iron oxide clusters. The synthesis of nanotubes was performed by adding a constant flow rate of 
acetylene (15 sccm) to nitrogen carrier gas during 15 min. After this step the acetylene switch off and the N2 continuously 
in flow until to cooling the tube at room temperature. 
Figure 4(a, b) show SEM images of CNTs grown on the catalyst particles formed on the p-100/SiO2 and quartz substrates. 
The distribution of the nanotube diameters is broader range (35-85) nm and taller about a few ten of micrometer. The 
densities of nanotubes were increased if all clusters would be nucleation centers. The growth rate mainly depends on the 
diffusion rate of carbon. Figure 4(b) show The grew CNTs on the catalyst particles that prepare in diode sputter that 
growth is vertically aligned and curl shape and the yield is a good from CNTs. This result can be explained by the dense 
effect of catalyst particles on the CNT growth. As the yield of catalyst particle increases, carbons adsorbed at the catalyst 
surface can arrive at the growth site at a shorter time, the yield of CNTs is also dependent on the catalyst [16] cat.  

 
Figure 4(a, b): Illustrate the growth of MWCNTs. 
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Figure 5(a, b) illustrate confirmed that the carbon structures were multiwalled carbon nanotubes, which hollow cavity, 
diameter about 80nm, and revealed the presence of iron particles mainly in the tip of MWCNTs, suggesting that a tip-
growth mechanism might be predominant. The CNTs were not complete graphitization because presence of small amount 
of amorphous carbon and this one of defective growth [17]. The TEM images of MWCNTs non-functionalised by 
Chemical modification or by use the Annealing treatments in this work [18].  

 
Figure 5(a, b): TEM images of MWCNTs. 

The Raman spectra of MWCNTs was non-functionalised are shown in Figure 6. The spectrum of carbon structure 
contains two main bands: the G-band (1596cm-1 MWCNT), which is assigned to the E2g C–C (sp2 - bonded) stretching 
mode of a well-ordered graphitic structure and the D-band (1306cm-1 for MWCNT), attributed to the A1g (sp3 -bonded) 
stretching mode. The ratio of the D-band to G-band intensity ID/IG is used as a measure of the defect density of a 
particular nanotube and can provide information on the crystalline quality of the CNTs. The value of ID/IG equal 1.7. A 
high ID/IG ratio means the presence of defects inside the carbon layers. This parameter equals 2.0 for MWCNTs [19].   

 
Figure 6: Raman spectrum of MWCNTs. 

Figure 7: show the wider peak of 002 centered at 24.97o is induced by the disordered carbon and indicates to presence 
defect level in the atomic carbon structure. The significant diffraction pattern of the MWCNTs non purefunction is 
appeared at and near 2θ of 25.3° [20]. The peaks at 43.2o for 100 plane indication of the low quality of carbon nano 
materials [21]. The peaks at 52.53o, 54.16o, and 55.36o are not originated from the CNTs. It should be noted that the 
peaks between 2ϴ = 50o and 60o are from the Si substrate [21]. 

 
Figure 6: XRD spectra of MWCNTs 

4. Conclusion 
The deposition catalyst particles in D.C diode sputtering get dense and homogenous Fe nanoparticles. The yield of 
MWCNTs depends on the dense of Fe nanoparticles. Utilization diode sputtering in prepare catalyst get growth vertically 
align for MWCNTs. A Raman peaks and XRD indicates to a presence of some amorphous carbon because non availability 
pure function of MWCNTs. This result emphasizes on importance the purification after prepare CNTs. 
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